Communication and Language
To retell parts of a story - such as ‘trip trap, trip
trap.’
Or
‘Fee fi fo fum’
To learn key vocabulary for the stories covered.
To remember the lyrics to songs.

Term - Spring 2

Personal, Social, Developmental
●

●
●

EYFS - Nursery
Learning Web

Literacy

●

Traditional tales (For
example Three little
pigs, Goldilocks, Little
Red Riding Hood).
Remembering and
recalling the repeated
refrain within familiar
stories.

Using tools like a paint brush and scissor to make
pictures for the nursery rhymes.

Role play- three bears house, three
billy goats gruff moving across the
bridges.
Talking about feelings- how might the
characters feel in the different stories.
Rules and boundaries- looking at how
the characters in the story are
behaving compared to the
expectations within preschool.

Land of Imagination

●

Physical Development

Maths
●

●
●
●

Three bears- counting
and number recognition.
1-3
Measurements- making
porridge
Size ordering (bowls,
spoons, bears or chairs).
Building bridges- three
billy goats gruff (how tall
can we make our bridge/
how much or how many
items will it hold)

Understanding the
World
●

●

●

Building materialswhat are houses built
from, which materials
are stronger or weaker.
Talking about our
houses- how are they
different to our friends
(home tasks, taking a
picture of your house).
Growing beans- how
will they change? what
do they need?

Expressive Arts
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Sensory trays (porridge, building materials, castle in
the clouds,
Home corner- develop into the three bears houses
with three of each object.
Tuff tray- three billy goats gruff (green and brown
grass either side with a bridge in the middle).
Design a bears face- how might the bear be feeling?
Building houses using a range of materials (blocks,
straws or paper etc).
Yoga
Making wands and fairy dances.

